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Mental health promotion

• Advocacy
• Promotion of mental health
• Prevention of mental disorders
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Advocacy

• Value and visibility of mental health 
– clarity of discourse
– understandable concepts
– clear and simple messages

• Health in other policies
– Health is mainly determined outside health 

care services
– Health arguments in decisionmaking
– Changing determinants of health

• Public opinion
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Implications at societal level

• Overall health and well-being rationale
– Reduction of burden of disease  
– Reduction of human suffering
– Promotion of social inclusion
– Reduction of health inequalities

• Primary and secondary costs
– Promotion and prevention cheaper than treatment
– Treatment sometimes not possible or extremely 

challenging
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'High potential of health care 
systems'

• Tools
• Skills
• Background information
• Balancing between top-down vs. 

bottom-up approaches
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Other sectors

• Full use ordinary intersectorial
mechanisms

• Respective sector's own objectives
– Education
– Employment
– Environment

• Identification of win-win situations
• Full respect of sector specific discourse 
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Third sector

• Increasingly important associate
• Innovations and development not 

possible in the public sector
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Conclusion

• Networking
• Long term strategies
• Innovative thinking
• Respect of people, organisations and  

other disciplines
• Hard work



This paper was produced for a meeting organized by Health & Consumer Protection DG and represents the views of its author on the 
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